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Fabreeka launches online sizing tool for machine foundation isolation
Fabreeka International offers more than a century of experience providing vibration
isolation and shock control solutions for customers worldwide. With the launch of
Fabreeka’s online sizing tool for machine foundation isolation, the company expands its
services with a digital offering free of charge that is accessible 24/7.
At www.fabreeka.com/calculations/machine-foundation-isolation/ designers of foundations or
inertia masses for industrial machinery achieve quick results when inputting their information
about the foundation they want to design, along with the specifications of the machine they want
to install. Civil and structural engineers or anybody wishing to access Fabreeka’s knowledge and
recommendations for proper vibration isolation can now do so anywhere, and anytime in just a
few steps with the help of the easy-to-use software provided in the calculation menu online. By
entering data into customer-friendly selection boxes regarding dimensions, weight and material,
users get their results right away in a printable PDF file. With each new entry, they receive unique
ID numbers that specify the chosen solution. Both practical and helpful features are important
time savers for all parties involved as they allow for less back and forth with an engineer at
Fabreeka, e. g. during the bidding phase since all the necessary information for subsequent steps
is readily available. All in all, Fabreeka’s online sizing tool for machine foundation isolation does
not only speed up the ordering process for contractors, it also facilitates communication between
Fabreeka, their clients and prospects.

New online tool underlines Fabreeka’s customer-oriented approach
Clients confirm that Fabreeka’s customer-oriented approach is one of a kind. General Manager
David Meyer and his team are committed to this approach and do everything to carry it into the
digital age, as well as into the next decade of Fabreeka’s impressive company history: "Many
companies offer products for vibration isolation and shock control; Fabreeka demonstrably
delivers sophisticated technical solutions of which our new online tool is only the most recent
example,” David Meyer explains. Understanding customer-specific requirements and pairing the
necessary solutions with proven products has been one of Fabreeka’s biggest strengths for over
100 years now. The company has not only been further integrating their products, but the
engineers have also been dedicated to the topic of Industry 4.0 since its early stages, allowing
customers today, as well as in the near future to benefit by using extensive and integrative
products and services. In this respect the new online tool does not only offer 3D visualization of
the customer application while always showing the machine position and foundation, it also lets
users choose from up to four options in vibration isolation, covering all price ranges for best
selection according to the budget of each project or calculation.
As flexible as the program is in showing cost, it is in the design options which the users are
presented with. By inputting different foundation dimensions, one sees various options for
isolation on the computer screen. For further reference offline or for design review and approvals,
users can generate PDF files of their input and output results. Fabreeka’s online sizing tool for
machine foundation isolation also automatically calculates the combined center of gravity (COG)
and supports available solutions in one place for product performance versus price comparison at
www.fabreeka.com/calculations/machine-foundation-isolation/. Next to this new, convenient
pathway, the company and its employees are of course always available for communication and
consultation by phone, email and in person on location.
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Fabreeka’s new sizing tool for machine foundation isolation is available around the clock
for quick and easy input at www.fabreeka.com/calculations/machine-foundation-isolation/
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After completing a few quick and easy steps, Fabreeka’s recommendation for proper
vibration isolation is documented in a printable PDF to facilitate all further processes.
Please contact us or visit our website for more information.
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